### Expand your Knowledge

**OB Specialty Seminars**

#### Limited OB Ultrasound
**NEW One day didactic/hands-on**
- AP Testing, Triage, L&D
- Polly Charleston, AD, RT, RDMS
- Rose Gozdowski, AD, LPN, RDMS
- Cindy Parke, RNC, MSN, CNM

8 hr CE/ Post test
- Anaheim, CA - Jan. 22
- Jacksonville, FL - Feb. 26
- Reno, NV - April 8

#### Women’s Health Ultrasound
**EXPANDED DIDACTIC AND HANDS ON CONTENT FOR APN’s, MIDWIVES, & DOC’s**
- Polly Charleston, AD, RT, RDMS
- Rose Gozdowski, AD, LPN, RDMS
- Cindy Parke, RNC, MSN, CNM

15 hr CE
- Anaheim, CA - Jan. 22-23
- Jacksonville, FL - Feb. 26-27
- Reno, NV - April 8-9

#### High Risk OB:
**Be Aware & Save Lives**
- Suzanne McMurtry Baird, DNP, RN

16 hr CE
- New York, NY - April 20-21
- Minneapolis, MN - April 27-28
- Cody, WY - August 3-4
- Anaheim, CA - November 9-10

### REVIEW SEMINARS

**Electronic Fetal Monitoring Advanced Review**
- Cindy Parke, RNC, C-EFM, CNM, MSN

**NEW One Day Format: 8 hr CE**

*NCC exam option offered (*date)
- Anaheim, CA - January 21 (*23)
- Jacksonville, FL - February 25 (*27)
- Reno, NV - April 7 (*9)
- Sacramento, CA - April 28 or 29 (*30)
- St Louis, MO - May 6 or 7 (*8)
- Providence, RI - Sept. 21 (*23)
- Seattle, WA - October 13 (*15)

**Now available as a recorded Webinar series**

### InPatient OB Review
- Cindy Parke, RNC, C-EFM, CNM, MSN

**16 hr CE: (**NCC exam option next morning**)
- Salem, OR - March 5-6 (*7)
- Jacksonville, FL - March 16-17 (*18)
- Denver, CO - March 23-24 (*25)
- Grapevine, TX - March 30-31 (*4/1)
- Salinas, CA - April 20-21 (*22)
- Boise, ID - April 30 - May 1 (*2)

**Now available as a recorded Webinar series**

### Maternal & Low Risk Newborn
- Tracy Karp, RNC, MS, NNP and Cindy Parke, RNC, CNM, MSN

**24 hr CE: (**NCC exam option third morning**)
- Macon, GA - February 5-7 (*8)
- Portland, OR - March 10-12 (*13)
- Atlanta, GA - March 25-27 (*28)
- Kansas City, KS - May 11-13 (*14)
- Minnieopaolis, MN - April 27-28
- Kansas City, KS - Sept. 7-17
- Cody, WY - August 3-4
- Manila, CA - November 9-10

### NICU Review
- Tracy Karp, RNC, MS, NNP

**16 hr CE: (**NCC exam option third morning**)
- Portland, OR - March 13-14(*15)
- Columbia, MO - April 2-3(*4)
- Evansville, IN - April 30 - May 1(*2)
- New York, NY - May 18-19(*20)

### SWEET SUCCESS EXPRESS

**2020 EVENTS:**

**SSEP Training Session: Denver April 23-24**

**Diabetes & Pregnancy**
**24th Annual Conference**
- Anaheim, CA - Nov. 12-14, 2020

### OB CRUISE & LEARN 2020

**APRIL 11-18, 2020**
**ROYAL CARIBBEAN:**
Western Caribbean out of Miami, FL
HOMESTUDY UNITS
To Order Visit www.proedcenter.com - See reverse for PEC 2018 Conference Calendar

DIABETES-PREGNANCY EDUCATION

SSEP Diabetes in Pregnancy Self-Study Series  12 Modules                      40 hr CE/CPE
(Module purchase available at www.sweetsuccessexpress.com/PRODUCTS.html)
NEW!  6th Ed. Medical Management Pregnancy & Diabetes  D. Coustan Ed.         8 Hours CE

LEGAL ISSUES FOR NURSES:

NEW 3rd Ed. (5/2018) Telephone Triage OB-Gyn  Long and Mc Mullan               10 Hours CE

FETAL MONITORING:

Pocket Guide Fetal Monitoring 8th Ed.  L. Miller, D.A. Miller, R.Cypher         8 Hours CE
Miller’s ReadRight EFM Ruler* MUST Have PocketTool w/NICHD!
Fetal Heart Rate Monitoring 4th Ed.   Freeman, Garite, Nageotte, Lisa A. Miller 4 Hours CE

OB/GYN ULTRASOUND:

Point-of-Care Assessment: EFM and Sonography  (325 pgs)  C. Afriat Menihan and E. Kopel 10 Hours CE
Simulated “hands-on” OB US Clinical Training (on-line modules)                    4-8 Hours CE
Ultrasound for Nurses in Women’s Health CD  C. Afriat Meninan                   12 Hours CE
NEW to PEC: Obstetric & Gynaecological Ultrasound: How, When, Why  Chudleigh     12 Hours CE

OBSTETRICS - MCH - NEONATAL-LACTATION

Supporting a Physiologic Approach to Birth  Avery (343pgs)                     8 Hours CE
Homebirth in the Hospital  S. Kerr MD (176 pages)                               4 Hours CE
Pregnancy in the Obese Woman: Clinical Management  D. Conway Ed. (256 pages)     8 Hours CE
NEW 2nd Edition Quick Reference for the Lactation Professional  Lauwers (320 pages) 10 Hours CE
NEW 2nd Edition 9/2017: Obstetric Triage Protocols                              10 Hours CE

COMPREHENSIVE OB/NB/NICU REVIEW & CRITICAL CARE

New 5th Ed.  Intrapartum Management Modules                                    12 Hours CE
Perinatal Nursing 4th Ed.  Simpson (800 pgs)                                   21 Hours CE
NEONATAL: Physical Assessment of the Newborn 6th Ed.                          10 Hours CE

TRANSLATION HELP - SPANISH SPEAKING PATIENTS:

Medical Spanish: Instant Survival Guide 4th Ed.  (489 pages)                      6 Hours CE

Shipping/Handling ($5 - $15) based on purchase or purchase price, see on-site coordinator or website at checkout:

FOR ALL HOMESTUDY UNITS SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR FULL DETAILS AND TO ORDER:  WWW.PROEDCENTER.COM

Please Call for larger orders. Note that unit based education/competency can be established with our HomeStudy Units, call (800-732-2387) or email cindy@proedcenter.com for further details.

Professional Education Center (PEC) is an approved provider of continuing nursing education by the California Board of Registered Nursing, Provider #9890, Florida NCE#2219. Clinical courses meet the criteria for Texas Type I CE.
Designed to meet Nursing CE requirements for all 50 states.  CE Certificate mailed following PEC validation of completion.
Prices subject to change. (10/2019)